Problem Statement
The urban fabric of contemporary cities is changing at a rapid pace, with new development that
rises to meet the population needs of modern society. This acceleration of development leaves
behind a scattering of leftover void spaces. These voids present vital opportunities for social
interaction as potential meeting points that allow people to be in direct contact with each other.
Cites need to recognize such void spaces for their potential for social activation and memorable
experiences for people in public.
Void spaces in Saudi Arabia have peppered the urban fabric for decades;, these undeveloped
lands or a.k.a “ White lands”, existed because there was no property tax for leaving leftover
parcels undeveloped. White land is the name given to medium to large plots of land in towns and
cities across the country that the landowner chooses to leave vacant in the hopes that they will
increase in value rather over time. However, beginning in 2018, the Saudi Council imposed an
annual fee on undeveloped white lands. This White Land Tax, now encourages landowners to
develop their voided property. These Voids have not only reduced socialization for inhabitants
but have also become a public burden and continue to drain on urban life. these voids do not
produce places that might foster community interaction and enrich socio-cultural life in a city.
The Historic Urbanization process in the city of Riyadh, Saudi Arabia shows that a large part of
the city urbanized informally. This tendency consolidated during the last 50 years when
increased migration of countryside populations to cities accelerated urbanization. Riyadh
experienced considerable demographic growth with increased birth rate, the growth of oil
industry employment that brought new workers to the city, and the draw of opportunity that
Riyadh presents over rural life. The population growth increased from 125,000 in 1959 to
around 7,000,000 in 2017. Daily activity and public needs are changing constantly, especially
with large influxes of mixed-income populations.
In response to rapid urbanization and scattering of white land voids, creating a temporary
structure and interventions reflects these needs. The thesis introduces and tests a VOID toolkit,
created to open new opportunities for these undeveloped spaces inviting the new populations to
participate. The Toolkit premises on initial, temporary, use encouraging to permanent public
space design solutions for these voids. Reactivation of the Urban Voids is about making them
accessible and desirable for public use, opening possibilities of public directed activities which
give identity and empower ownership to a space.
Two questions that drives VOID activation are,
“How can we unpack the potential of void spaces and weave social activities into our daily
lives?”
“Can socialization be created thru construct?”

Design Approach
Activating VOID Toolkits promotes flexible public uses in temporary vacant spaces, reinforcing
sustainable social gatherings in a city's dense development. The VOID Toolkit focuses on space
as a magnet for social interaction bringing people together to make them aware of their city’s
urban fabric and engaging them culturally, physically, and environmentally.
The Toolkit strategically offers four processes-Enable, Initiate, Claim and Coach. Each of these
processes help to activate Voids.
Enable: Pin Point empty spaces where possible temporary pop-up interventions could accrue.
At this initial stage, armed with the Toolkit, we identify land ownership and communicate with
the property owner if it is privately or government-owned land, assisting with legal issues such
as liability and contract agreements, and obtaining a permit.
Initiate: Start identifying different interested parties and agencies that could get involved in
the activated spaces from nearby cultural institutions, charities, a non-profit organization,
schools, universities, etc., to get to their community to participate in the activation process.
Claim: Creating a new public space by removing existing obstacle and none needed elements
on the vacant land, blurring the line between Private and public space.
Activation starts with a single Magnet or pavilion.
Constructing one of the “Magnet” structures creates a shelter and sitting area and immediately
claims the space and promotes a new platform for conversation with engaged locals. This second
phase combines an employment plan for jobless people in the area with construction training to
build and construct the Magnet structures.
Teach - Creating a new way of socializing in the construction of the temporary architecture
structure, gives the underserved populace the needed skills to achieve built destinations.
The VOID Toolkit strategizes by preparing responses to three different void typologies- Enclose,
Entwine and Expose. Each of these typologies is activated by the different arrangement of the
Magnet structures to encourage new and interesting ways of experiencing the place. Either it is
clustered for people to walk around it, expanded to walk through it, or scattered to walk about it.
The Magnets structures phase opportunities to Rest, Play, Learn and Make around the city’s
urban fabric.
Rest: Urban Living Room that gives people a place to rest and enjoy the outdoors.
Play: Urban Games that bring purposeful activity to space, bringing the community together
and creating local history.
Learn: Exchanging experiences and allowing community members to share work that impacts
their lives.
Make: School of life, transforming a space into a thriving community asset with programs,
classes, and events to spread experiences and skill to local communities

The VOID Toolkit consists of four Strategies and four space conditions, to create a response to the
three different void typologies. The VOID Toolkit propagates culture in the city urban fabric and
generates activities on urban vacant lands bridging the gaps in the neighborhoods. It also
encourages a positive influence on citizens’ perception of their own city, transforming the private
and unused land into public and useful space that will have a strong social presence and message.
The Magnet structure uses a simple assembly method; the parts come in a box for ease of transport
and with detailed instruction of flexible configurations. 15 components make up the entire
structure. 2x4 lumber is the main component. The structure consists of two main frames attached
with horizontal supports by lap joints. The main idea is to make construction as easy as possible
and to encourage people to participate.
The structure incorporates LEDs lights connected to a fabric of photovoltaic cells providing an offgrid lighting system that creates a luminous outdoor environment. This address the environmental
issue of using alternative harvested by day to illuminate by night. The light output is related to the
power intake, making it visible and creating awareness about energy use; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia has
some of the world’s most intense sunlight. Both the fabric and the platform of the structure act as a
canvas for local artist and locals to create art for their community.
The result of the VOID Toolkit is architecture generated from conditions of a space activation that
initiates new stories and experiences in a neighborhood urban fabric. Offering a toolkit of
interventions for public voids brings a new vibrancy of life to a place, engaging locals and creating
a sense of belonging to a community. Although small in scale, the interventions weave a socially
catalytic urban fabric encouraging people to explore, move and seek destinations. As busy daily
lives continue, layers of experience connect people to place and to each other in surprising ways.

